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Dr. Gene V Glass Joins MedAware Systems’ Scientific Advisory Board 

January 19, 2015 - Broomfield, Colorado 
 
MedAware Systems, Inc. announced today Gene V Glass, PhD is joining the company’s Scientific 
Advisory Board. Dr. Glass will provide considerable expertise in the area of meta-analysis, a key 
component of the Company’s innovative and extensive database of evidence-based medical research on 
treatments and outcomes.   
    
“We are pleased to welcome Dr. Glass to MedAware Systems prestigious Scientific Advisory Board,” says 
Michael Willis, CEO. “A key component of our big medical data software as a service is providing instant 
meta-analysis (the scientific pooling and reporting of data across multiple research studies). Dr. Glass is 
considered the ‘father’ of this powerful statistical analysis method.  His insight, knowledge, and 
experience will be invaluable to our development efforts”, Willis adds.  
 
Dr. Glass is Regents' Professor Emeritus at Arizona State University and Research Professor at the 
University of Colorado. Previously he served on the faculty of the University of Illinois and the University 
of Colorado. Trained originally in statistics and educational psychology (PhD Univ. of Wisconsin, 1965) 
his interests broadened to include psychotherapy research, evaluation methodology, and policy analysis. 
Dr. Glass has made many important contributions to statistics, notably his development of "meta-
analysis." He has published over a dozen books and nearly two hundred articles in scholarly and 
professional journals. His work on meta-analysis of psychotherapy outcomes (with M.L. Smith) was 
named as one of the forty studies that changed psychology.  
 
Dr. Glass is the recipient of numerous awards, including the Creative Talent award in Psychometrics 
given by the American Institutes for Research for 1966, the Distinguished Contributions to Educational 
Research award of the American Educational Research Association, the Cattell Award of the Society of 
Multivariate Experimental Psychology, to name a few. 

ABOUT MEDAWARE SYSTEMS, INC. 
MedAware Systems, Inc., based in Broomfield Colorado, is developing a first-of-its-kind database of all 
available medical research information where data have been extracted, normalized and standardized to 
provide highly accurate search and retrieval of evidence-based medical treatments and outcomes. With 
data precisely filtered by patient profile and disease this subscription service will eliminate today’s 
cumbersome, time-consuming, and highly inaccurate keyword searches. The service also offers instant 
meta-analysis of data across numerous studies, providing users information from tens, hundreds, or 
thousands of studies in minutes.  
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